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Executive Summary  
This analysis will explain that company culture is the accepted norms within an organization 
such as shared values, beliefs or motives.  Company culture also determines how internal and 
external members view a company, such as the image it portrays to customers. Factors that affect 
organizational cultures include the industry the organization is related to, the management 
structure and the different departments within a company.  Company culture is only becoming 
more important as millennials enter and prominently make up the workforce.  
 
Employees who feel aligned with their organization and believe that their own values are 
mutually agreed upon within the organization will preserve self-motivation. Strong company 
cultures retain efficient and effective employees, attract talent that is aligned with the culture, 
and retain talent effectively, lower company turnover rates. For companies to compete with their 
industry rivals, they must offer what the current and future employees prioritize. This analysis is 
specifically focused on experiences I had within the IT department at the German company 
Edeka. Edeka is the largest grocery store branch within Germany, and is purely domestic, 
industry properties and company history will also attribute to this explanation.  
 
Throughout this analysis I will also explain my expectations versus experiences. These 
expectations will involve my exploration of the German business culture as well as the IT 
business culture. Expectations of the German Business culture and IT culture required me to 
categorize different attributes such as formality and context. I expected that German businesses 
to be of formal and low-context natures. Expectations consisted of direct communication styles, 
task-oriented, and achievement driven structures. 
 
My expectations of IT business culture reflected more causal environments, but also task driven 
like German company cultures. Mainly, I expected those who worked within IT to have 
introverted characteristics and to lack effective communication skills. I associated the IT 
department with ineffective communication skills not only because of the high intelligence 
within IT personnel, but also because of the typical structure of IT departments within 
organizations.  IT departments seem to be secluded physically within organizations, adding to 
barriers of communication.  
 
In addition to evaluating my expectations of both the German and IT cultures, I will cover my 
experiences as an expatriate within both. I will discuss the language barrier I encountered my 
first day with a cafeteria worker, how Edeka had created a culture of ritual greetings, and how 
on-campus benefits aligned with the grocery store industry. Also, I will discuss the scenarios that 
contradicted my original expectations of German business culture, such as organization, 
commitments and punctuality. My encounters within the IT department will partially align with 
my original expectations. However, inconsistencies to my expectations will also be discussed. 
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One scenario will discuss the open space structure within the IT department, and how I 
experienced the post-affects of a department’s attempt to change assembly.  
 
As I explain my own encounters, I will also explain how my personal characteristics either 
helped me or impeded me throughout my international experience. This section of my analysis 
will reflect the importance of self-awareness and adaptability when within international settings. 
This analysis will finish with how this international experience integrated with my educational 
program. I will further explain that there were three main factors that I was able to integrate: 
theory, self-awareness and practice. 

What is Company Culture? 
A trending topic that never seems to die out, and is continuously pushed by millennials in the 
current business world is “Company Culture.” We have all heard the importance of this prevalent 
subject, but what even defines this term? What makes it so important for millennials to resist 
higher salaries for what they consider a better “company culture”?  These are the questions that I 
will dig into throughout examples of my own international experience as a US citizen within a 
purely German company. More specifically how company cultures change on an international 
basis, and an analysis on how different countries, specifically Germany has a different effect on 
structuring company cultures.  
 
Company culture is the accepted norms within a company, such as the values and beliefs 
established and pushed by superiors and lower-level employees. Company culture also 
determines the way that the internal employees and the outside viewers, such as customers 
attitudes towards the company. It is the style of system in which a company operates. For 
example, the way those of different tiered employees communicate. Other reflections of 
company culture could include the way the company interacts with customers. Once such 
assumptions are collective within a company, it becomes apart of the company culture.  
 

What Affects Company Culture 
Company culture is heavily influenced by the industry the organization is related to. This means 
that different companies in the same industry tend to share similar company cultures. For 
example, the industry may have customers that have specific expectations, the companies in the 
industry are likely to react to these expectations similarly in order to maintain or attract the 
industry customers. In addition to the customers’ expectations, the industry also affects the 
nature that a specific business is handled. For example in technological industries, business must 
be fast-paced, innovative and heavily focused on research in order to properly compete within 
their industry. 
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The management and leaders within an organization also profoundly influences company 
Culture. How management is structured, such as the power distance between management and 
employees, reflect the communication within the organization. Higher power distances create a 
culture where employees answer to their superiors in a formal matter, while lower power 
distances within an organization focus more on the relationship between management and 
employees. In organizations with lower power distances, employees are encouraged to question 
the management without feeling they are disrespecting those higher within the organization. 
How management decides to reward, correct and motivate its employees pieces a role within an 
organizations culture.  
 
The different subsets of an organization, such as the different departments that seem to be 
superior to other departments reflect an organizational culture as well. For example, an 
organization that is vertically structured by departments shows which departments are considered 
more vital within the organization. The structures of the organizational departments are a 
reflection of the organizational culture. For example, if an organization’s marketing department 
contains higher management that other departments must answer to, this reflects that the 
organization heavily promotes marketing; whether it be in advertisement or it be that it is a 
marketing firm. This means that those in other departments such and finance or human resources, 
are to report vertically to those in the marketing department.  
 

Why is company culture important? 
So why is company culture so important? Why do different departments such as Human 
Resources dedicate so many resources to such a concept? Why have so many research studies 
been dedicated to the importance of a strong organizational culture? This is because strong 
organizational culture highly affects the business performance, all the way down to the 
employees, customers, products, services and even the revenue.  
 
Employees who feel aligned with their organization and believe that their own values are 
mutually agreed upon within the organization will exclusively work to contribute to these values 
and operate in accordance to. According to American psychologist, Abraham Maslow, there are 
five dimensions that humans need in order to fulfill the self-actualization. The third highest 
dimension with this hierarchy is that humans need to feel love and belonging.  
 
According to Maslow, for humans to accomplish motivation, they have to accomplish social 
belonging. This reflects the importance for individuals within an organization to feel they belong 
within the organization in order to continue being motivated. Maslow tiers the importance of 
social belonging to be even higher than the two bellow it: safety and psychological needs. This 
implies that Maslow refers as social belonging to be so strong, that it may even defeat the 
importance of safety and psychological needs.  
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Strong company cultures establish a shared mission and organizational principles. By creating a 
sense of identity within the organization, companies benefit it operational tactics as well. 
Efficiency and effectiveness are both responses to strong company cultures. By creating a 
structured identity within the organization, the organization will also attracts those of aligned 
identities and talent. Those with the shared beliefs will also be attracted to incorporate, work and 
approach the company.  Sustaining a strong company culture will retain such talent even longer 
as well, lowering the employee turnover within an organization. 
 
Company culture not only establishes strong identities within the culture, but also reflects the 
identity a firm reflects to outsiders. By creating a strong company culture, companies are able to 
establish a strong brand identity. Resonant brand identities create loyalty, not only within the 
company, but within the external environment as well, making brand-loyal customers.  
 

How Millennials View Company Culture 
Millennials view company culture as an expectation; they view good company culture just as 
important as other benefits, such as healthcare and retirement plans. According to the 
Governance Studies at Brookings, millennials will make up 75 percent of the workforce by the 
year 2025. (Winograd) With millennials being the next biggest workforce, it is important that 
organizations find where this generation finds importance within their means of an organization.  
 
It is important for organizations to understand how heavily millennials find company culture to 
be more important that most other factors of an organizational environment. According to senior 
vice president of Fidelity Investments, Kristen Robinson “many young professionals are thinking 
about more than money and are willing to sacrifice a portion of their salary in exchange for a 
career move that more closely aligns with their values or passions or improves their work-life 
balance”. (Chew) It is apparent that millennials do not view the importance of company culture 
as a “bonus” but find it to be a necessity within the work place. As mentioned before, millennials 
are even prepared to take lower salary payments if it means a different company offers a cultured 
more paralleled with their own attitudes.  
 

The Importance of Company Culture within Recent Years 
For companies to compete with their industry rivals, they must offer what the current and future 
employees prioritize. Companies whom ignore the importance that millennials weigh strong 
company culture will not only lose the opportunity to employ suitable talent, but will also lose 
focus of brand identity within the industry. In order for companies to retain competitiveness they 
need to retain a strong company culture. 
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Company 
Edeka Group is a German supermarket company. Edeka was discovered in the city of Berlin in 
1898, headquarters currently reside in the city of Hamburg, Germany.  They are purely domestic 
within Germany. Edeka makes ups 26 percent of the market share, making them the largest 
grocery vendor corporation within Germany. There are 11,300 Edeka supermarkets within 
Germany. Entrepreneurs independently own 4,000 of these locations. Edeka retains over 347,000 
employees and 16,800 student interns. Edeka group consisted of seven different types of 
markets, these markets ranged from different angles such as being smaller, standard, larger, bulk 
or discounted.  
 

Industry 
The grocery Store Industry within Germany is a 30.28 billion euro market, as mentioned before, 
Edeka is a leading vendor holding 26 percent of this market share. Within Germay, Aldi is the 
second largest grocery vendor to Edeka consisting of 17 percent of the market, the next being 
REWE with 15 percent of the market share.  Other prominent, but smaller vendors within 
Germany include Lidle, Penny, Kauflaund, Netto Marken-Discount and Real. 
 

Department  
Edeka Group is divided into seven different districts. My internship took place within the district 
of Südwest. Within the district Edeka Südwest earns about 8.2 billion euros, consists of 1000 
franchised markets, 350 corporate markets, 43,500 employees and 2,700 student interns. Edeka 
Südwest physically consists of five corporate offices located in Offenburg, St. Ingbert, 
Heddesheim, Ellhofen and Balingen. My colleague and I were positioned within the corporate 
offices of Offenburg, an hour commute by train from our hostel in Karlsruhe.  
 
The Offenburg corporate offices contains a distribution center, E-center, and buildings that 
contain corporation departments such as finance, marketing, HR and  IT. The distribution center 
is one of five warehouses in EDEKA Sudwest; the one connected to our headquarters is the 
second largest. Just the trucks that come out of this center alone add up to driving up 140 times 
around the Earth. Twenty thousand bottles of EDEKA branded wine are bottled within this 
location and fifteen million euros of merchandise are present within the warehouse everyday. 
Other trucks come in and bring all of the products from their own factories, and then workers 
within the warehouse create custom crates to be delivered by EDEKA owned trucks to the 
market 
 
The E-Center is within the headquarters’ lot of Südwest. The E-Center is an Edeka supercenter 
that contains a bakery, produce, cafeteria section and many other sections that surpass groceries.  
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The cafeteria provides a daily menu of lunches so that those working the headquarters can 
conveniently take their lunch breaks without traveling a distance.  
 
My colleague and I worked in the IT building, particularly in the help desk department.  The It 
department is responsible for processing logistics, inventory, a vast abundance of different 
branch’s technologies and to assist with technological needs of the employees within the 
corporate offices. The help desk within the IT department is located on the lowest floor of the IT 
building; this department is where our days were mostly spent. This particular department 
consisted of about 15 employees, 7 of which were student interns. This sector of the IT 
department was the only sector that was responsible for the equipment within the corporate 
offices, while other sectors were responsible for equipment within retail locations. This was the 
sector that was called internally when hardware or software needed to be fixing, programming or 
distributing.  
 

Why? 
In August of 2016 I joined the Specialized MBA program within CSUSM. By January of 2017 I 
had joined the specialization of International Business. This specialization required a four-week 
internship held internationally. This is when the administration of this program helped me and 
another seven students attain internships within Germany.  
 
I was placed within Edeka Südwest with a fellow student, which I will refer to as my colleague 
throughout this analysis to in respect to their privacy. This student and I had prior marketing 
experience and undergraduate education within business marketing. Therefore, the HR manager 
within Edeka Südwest thought it appropriate to give us a market research project. Unfortunately 
we could not be placed within the marketing department because of the lack of student hosts, but 
we were partnered with a student host within the IT department.  
 

Expectations of German Business Culture 
Through out my experience as and international business student I have learned that sometimes 
categorizing and distinguishing differences within different cultures can help individuals prepare 
for foreign encounters. Such information and preparation can also help an individual lower the 
extent to cultural shock they encounter, making international experiences more fruitful. 
Therefore, the importance of understanding the German business culture prior to my 
international experience was highly essential. Prior to my German internship, these were my 
expectations of the German Business Culture in comparison to the US business culture. 
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My first expectation is the extent of formality the German business culture would surpass the 
US business culture. Prior to my experience, a professor from Germany was to help us with any 
questions or concerns we would have before our experience, and he only strengthened my 
concern with the thoughts that formality was a very driven factor of the German Business 
Culture, by express the importance to call our superiors by mister and misses, even to the extent 
of sir or ma’am. The difference in formality has to do with many factors, addressing others, time, 
dress and other communications forms. 
 
Not only are Germans formal when addressing each other such as using professional titles, their 
communication style can be seen as very low context. This direct communication style also 
reflects the importance that Germans weigh task over relationship. Meaning that in the business 
culture, it is more apparent that managing tasks outweighs the importance of managing 
relationship.  This is similar to the US business culture, the US business culture is also high 
context and direct, it just falls slightly below the scale in comparison to the German business 
culture. The low-context culture within Germany parallels to the individualistic and task oriented 
culture within Germany as well. 
 
Germany is a highly achievement driven culture, attributing to why is also more masculine in 
comparison to other countries. Germany does not score highly on dimensions of indulgence and 
is actually lower than the US in comparison. According to more of Hofstede’s dimensions, the 
lower scores on the indulgence dimension means that work is what is praised within the society 
while time spent on leisure is looked at negatively. Germany also higher within the dimension of 
uncertainty avoidance within Hofstede’s model, this aligns with the fact that Germany is a low-
context country.  
 
Overall I had expected the German business culture to be very similar to my experience with the 
US business culture. However one difference I knew I would be exposed to within the workplace 
was the difference in the University system between the two countries.  The main difference 
between the education programs was the way that Germany cycles theory, lecture and practice. 
German university students are on a three-month cycle where they work within a company for 
three months and attend school every three months. This cycle continues for the three years that 
students are in university. This also attributes to why entry-level positions to not exist within 
Germany, and that graduates are expected to surpass such positions.  
 

Encounters with German Business Culture 
On my first hour within Edeka I quickly learned I could not be shy about my ability to greet 
others in German. I quickly had to learn the proper pronunciations of every greeting throughout 
the day, good morning, good evening, and my favorite greeting of all, lunchtime. This was 
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highly important on Edeka’s campus because no matter what building, department or parking 
lot you were in, everyone greeted everyone.  
 
Now this may seem as something insignificant, but at this particular campus, it was far from 
irrelevant. Those working within this campus took this ritual of continuous greetings to nature, 
and it was taboo to not participate. I personally felt the wrath of a lunch lady within the cafeteria 
on my first day for not properly responding to her German greeting at lunch as a result of a 
language barrier. She responded irrationally to my colleague, asking why his friend was 
disrespectful and did not respond. She was quickly humbled once told I was an American student 
who could not speak German, but I made sure to learn how to properly respond the next day at 
lunch.  
 
Certain on-campus benefits aligned heavily with the company’s industry. For example, Edeka is 
within the grocery store industry, food-related products on campus aligned with the high quality 
that Edeka pursues and imitated this on campus. However, not only did Edeka seem to imitate 
high quality products on campus, it wanted company members to have easy access as well. On 
campus there was access to astoundingly cheap coffee and lunches. Coffee machines with the 
capability to create lattes, cappuccinos and espressos were distributed all over campus, with 
prices that did not exceed 0.50 dollar per a cup. A cafeteria within the campus called the 
“Cantina,” served hot lunches with menus consisting of three different meal options a day.  
 
These meals included access to a salad, soup and dessert bar. These lunches were also low-
priced, not exceeding 4 dollars for the whole meal. The Cantina not only provided affordable 
lunch for Edeka workers, but also was aware of the type of lunch that would be necessary for the 
warehouse workers in different seasons. For example, lunches served in the summer were 
heavier in order to attribute to the workers necessity for denser foods in the warmer season. In 
addition to cheap, high quality food, Edeka had access to drinking fountains all over the campus 
that consisted of a tap for each still and mineral water. Baskets of free apples were also 
resupplied within each department every morning.  
 
My prior assumption to the German business culture also had to do with how I believed the 
university system to be. Originally, I assumed that all schools required a practicum during the 
time that students spent within the University, but later found out this was a common structure, 
but not the only structure. Although most of the universities were structured to support students 
to work for three months then attend school for the other three months, I also found out that more 
competitive schools had greater advantages. Companies such as Edeka, not only hired students to 
work within their company while they were in University, but also paid up to 1000 Euros a 
month for the students they accepted. This compensation also raises the expectations that Edeka 
has from its students, treatment is more similar to hired employees rather than seen as student 
interns. 
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Prior this international experience I thought that I would have to be aware of how German 
companies viewed indulgence. However, at Edeka this concern of mine seemed to be irrelevant. 
That was because superiors encouraged honesty, and did not penalize those who asked for time 
off for activities such as vacations or personal matters. Also, the workday did not consist of 
heavily task-related environments. Informal breaks were taken where employees stood around 
the coffee machine and spoke about unrelated business matters. The staff, including superiors did 
not ask prior to leaving the office for a smoke break, but did so on their own times and returned 
without questions asked. Workers were on their own schedules, meaning that as long as workers 
fulfilled their required hours within the week, they could start their day at whatever time and 
leave with whatever time. Such flexibility created a persistent schedule where workers willingly 
worked nine-hour shifts Monday through Thursday, so that they could leave as early as noon on 
Fridays.  
 
Throughout my research on German culture, formality seemed to be the most commonly agreed 
upon aspect agreed up on within the international business community. Therefore, I was shocked 
to come across some very unorganized structures within Edeka. There was more than one 
instance where I encountered one director making a decision on behalf of other directors without 
prior consulting the director or department.  For example throughout my experience to gather 
information and research during my internship, I dealt with a lot of circling back and forth 
between different directors and departments.  
 
Within my first week within Edeka, the human resources department gave me information about 
the different departments and who I should approach for certain questions when it came to my 
research. She continued to explain that certain directors were going to assist my research and that 
I should have no issue with communication with them. However, this was not the scenario when 
I actually attempted to contact different departments.  
 
I started to notice the detachment between the department directors on my first attempt to contact 
a director. I was told this director was the head of Edeka 24, a department that my research 
heavily weighted on, and that he should be the first I encounter. Nevertheless, his first response 
to me in email was that he would not participate in answering my questions, that he did not 
understand why I was interested in such subjects and that if he answers any of the questions he 
will be breaking confidentiality within the company.  
 
As a result, human resources reached out to him, stating that we were not just expatriates, we 
were doing projects on behalf of our school in order to help Edeka with their own project.  This 
response seemed to only agitate the other director, but this time in his response he said that the 
communications department is where we must ask the questions, that he does not have to correct 
answers to them. This was only the beginning of a cyclical event of me tracking different 
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directors within different departments. My colleague and I had one page listed of ten questions 
we needed answered by the internal department of Edeka, but every department we approached 
sent us to a different department. I call this cyclical, because in our last week at Edeka, our 
questions were not answered, but we were sent back to the original director of Edeka 24. It 
seemed that all the other departments agreed that he should be the one to respond, but as an 
expatriate he did not want to listen to our reasoning, and the other departments failed to reason 
with him as well, not because he did not listen to them, but because of asking for his permission, 
they only spoke on his behalf giving my colleague and I permission to pursue him.  
 
There was another instance with another company director that my original assumptions of 
German company culture were contradicted. Punctuality and commitments seemed to be a 
commonly agreed upon characteristic of German companies. An incident that I did not 
experience within my only formally scheduled interviewed at Edeka. I had scheduled a meeting 
with a marketing director a week in advanced for the following Wednesday. This was the date 
that the director had chosen based off of his own schedule, letting me know that he needs the 
meeting to immediately start after lunch at 1:00 P.M. because he will be having another meeting 
at 3:00 P.M. My colleague, host-student, another student whom worked for the marketing 
director and I sat patiently within our scheduled conference room at 1:00 P.M. exactly. It was not 
until 2:30 P.M. that we were informed that he would not be coming, that instead we should wait 
until his 3:00 P.M. meeting was over.  
 

Expectations of IT culture 
We have all heard the tech company stories: Silicon Valley legends like Google, Apple, Netflix 
and Facebook. All companies with employee’s perks such as hiring masseuses, fully catered 
meals, game rooms and even napping rooms. My expectations of the IT culture of an 
organization highly depended on the way I believed that IT employees interacted. For example, I 
expected IT personnel to be highly knowledgeable, but also to consist of introvert characteristics. 
Contrary to my thoughts of the German culture, I expected the IT department to be more casual 
when it came to appearance and interaction, for example, I expect IT department employees to 
not be dressed formally, but instead to be dressed casually. This reflected my thoughts of how 
much an IT department is focused on tasks and accomplishing goals rather than to be concerned 
with appearance. 
 
In addition to being more casual than the other departments, or German business culture in 
general, I expected that IT departments to practically be praised. This is because of my 
perception on the importance of technology and knowledge. Those who work and understand 
technology in this era of rising technology are also those who are looked at with higher 
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standards. This also reflects my expectations of how those in the IT department felt of other 
departments.  
 
I expected that those in this department to almost be arrogant, to not value others opinions that 
did not maintain the extent of knowledge they consumed. This aligned with why I believed this 
department to also be introverted in characteristic. By not understanding or value in other 
departments opinions, this department as a whole and those within individually would maintain 
an introvert personality to block extra communication unless required. However, I expected the 
department within to have excellent communication skills. I imagined open offices, where 
members of this department continuously interacted with each other in order to build and help 
each other with new ideas. I did not expect these communication skills to surpass the interactions 
with other departments though, and assumed that those within the department would actually be 
reluctant to interact with other departments.  
 
Many articles reveal the “no” stereotype of the IT department, that they distance themselves 
from other departments and are usually the first department to say no to new ideas. This may be 
attributed to the fact that IT departments tend to not only be segregated physically from 
organizations, but also are the last to be incorporated or acknowledged during business decisions. 
In addition to creating this difference between the IT department and the rest of the departments 
in an organization, it seemed that IT departments seemed to value their differences between other 
departments. Another reason for this segregation between IT and other departments is how other 
departments view the IT department’s power. For example, IT departments look like they are the 
ones who are in charge of who in the office gets what technology and whether it is the newest or 
finest. However, other departments do not realize that the technology that they have access to, 
has nothing to do with the IT department but is a reflection of the organizations budget, or 
structure.  Making it seem that the IT department always says “no” when really they must just 
align with the resources they are given.  
 
I assumed the IT department seemed to the most blamed department within an organization 
because of my expected lack of communication abilities of the IT department within an 
organization. I assumed that other departments, who did not understand for what reasons they did 
not have access to certain technology, therefore blamed those who physically applied access. 
Meaning, that departments did not understand that just because a department made access 
available was actually different from them gaining the permission to such access. I assumed that 
different departments did not understand this about the IT department because the IT department 
lacked interest to communicate these reasons. For example, if someone requested a software 
update on their company computer, but was told “no” by the IT department, I assumed the 
personnel within the department did not explain that the software update was not cleared by 
security measures yet, but instead, just said “no”. 
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Encounters with IT Culture at EDEKA 
The power distance within the IT department was substantially lower than other departments 
within Edeka. For example, subordinates did not refer to their superiors by professional or formal 
titles, they referred to them directly by first name. In addition to not participating in such formal 
interaction, most directors within the IT department were not secluded in separate offices, but 
instead were closer in proximity. Overall, the department had an open office structure, and 
directors shared this space with those of their team. This did not apply to the head director of the 
IT department though, the head director did have his own office, however he seemed to always 
be on the floor, there was not one day at Edeka that I did not see the head director interacting 
within the department,  it seemed the office was only a formality. In addition to actively being 
integrated within the department and always physically being available, the head director made 
sure to greet every single person with a room he entered. This was not just a verbal hello he said 
when he entered a room, he walked around the whole room to every cubicle and desk to shake 
and greet every single persons hand, and even if it was not the person he came to address. This 
director was also the only person within the IT department that dressed in business attire. 
 
The rest of the department did not abide by any dress code because a dress code within the IT 
department seemed to be irrelevant, as many other IT departments or companies similarly 
believe. The department accepted what they called “street wear,” for example, my direct superior 
wore jean pants and tee-shirts every day, even those days he had meetings.  
 
In addition to expecting a casual dress code within the department, I had suspected that the IT 
department would be segregated, meaning that this department would have some physical 
distance to other departments. This assumption was aligned within Edeka, the IT department was 
not only segregated, but it retained its own building, that was farther from other buildings on 
Edeka’s campus. Such distance required the IT department to be assigned company cars for the 
sole purpose to travel to other departments on campus.  
 
The biggest contrast to my expectation of an IT department was the assumption that I would be 
in a department filled with introverts. I simulate this is true due to the young atmosphere, 
character wise, and a physical age wise within this IT department. The Department had many 
students. The students were engaging, communicative, and interacted heavily with other 
departments. I think this is because now that technology is advancing so much, IT employees are 
now more diverse. Technology is not a complex mystery to our younger generations. Many types 
of different people, young people are exposed and interested at early ages. In addition to the 
department having a significantly younger average age than other departments, the students 
within this department were also subjected to creating vast communication skills. This is because 
the students are not able to stay just within one team, they are moved around every couple of 
months, exposing them to different departments, not allowing them to find comfort within one 
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team of people or department.  My expectation of a lack of communication skills did not exist 
within this department at Edeka.  
 
Another contrast to my expectations of the IT department was that this particular department did 
not seem to have a “no” stereotype. This seemed to be due to the IT department’s significant 
access to technology. The department had significant shipments bi-weekly of new equipment 
such as hardware and accessories. Those who worked within Edeka had options to use company 
laptops, desktops, software and accessories such as external keyboards, cases and memory 
drives. The IT department was quick to respond to those who were inquired and quickly 
established work orders when employees requested. It seemed that the IT department was able to 
proceed most interactions without implementing budget constraints. Creating an IT department 
that deflects the stereotypical “no” culture was not only because this department proceeded to 
implement new technology consistently, but also because of the structure of welcoming. The IT 
department required an access key for entrance, however, this department kept the door open at 
all working hours. This was so that employees could freely walk in and out with their equipment 
to the help desk if immediate attention was necessary.  
 

An Open Space Structure 
Just like many other IT departments to companies, this IT department had an open office 
throughout its building. This seemed to be a normality and met my expectations that I had prior 
to entering the IT department, however, it was not until my second week, that my superior 
informed my colleague and I that this open office structure was actually new at Edeka, and it was 
in the process of returning to its prior structure of cubicles and separated offices. This was a post-
reaction to an attempt to shift within the IT department’s culture. The prior structure was 
assigned seated cubicles and offices, with the new structure; desks were in a large room with no 
walls, with no assigned seating. Sections were installed with sofas and tables to encourage casual 
meetings and team building. However, this style did not align with Edeka’s conservative 
managers outside of the IT department. 
 
Superiors and head managers quickly came to conclusion that the sofas were a distraction and 
had no place within the office. Other managers within the department who were not as 
conservative also believed the structure was damaging. For example, part of the open space 
offices is that no one has assigned seating. My direct superior believed that managers needed to 
give employees their own space to show that there is mutual respect.  Another issue with the 
open space structure within this building was that it did not support a department that was 
continuously growing. As more employees were hired, more desks were added within the space, 
which attributed to the need to take away team-building sections in order to accommodate more 
desk space. Where as in closed office structures that had a department growing would 
accommodate by adding more space such as a new building, instead of fitting as many 
employees as they can in a given area.  
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Additionally, employees did not like having their conferences in this open space because of the 
lack of privacy. Employees feared having project sensitive information in the middle of the 
office. The CEO also use to work within this open space, and it disrupted the work culture, for 
example some information does not need to be heard by employees because they do not 
understand the context. When the CEO is “yelling” or upset, it may put the other employees on 
eggshells, thinking there is more wrong then actually is. In my opinion, the point of management 
is to make sure that the employees are protected from certain things. Sometimes it may not be 
known what you are protecting them from certain information that is unnecessary for them to 
know. This is a role a manger must play so that employees are not disturbed from their work 
over matters that managers are responsible for.  
 
Within the help desk center, my superior established assigned seating for his employees. His 
notion of working is to show his employees he cares by doing such, his desk is in a bigger space 
of the office, but it is also open. I think he doesn’t mind being within the open space because he 
is secluded with his team only downstairs within a room. Other IT departments are on the above 
floor.  
 
Overall, the incorporation of an open space did not work within this IT department because of 
many reasons such as the issue of assigned seating, privacy and available space. In addition to 
such constraints, the third party that incorporated this new remodel within this department lacked 
the ability to incorporate the people to the new changes. Employees were not properly informed 
why the department had changed to an open space. Although it was not the remodeler’s 
responsibility, those within the company who participated in incorporating this new structure 
should have incorporated the department superiors as well. Informing the superiors and having 
them understand the new open space concept might have resulted in a more positive outcome of 
the transition. However, the lack of communication only disrupted the existing culture. 
  

Personal Experience: How I dealt with the Cultural Experience within 
Germany 
Throughout my expectations and encounters it is also important to address my own personality 
and characteristics that attribute to my international experience. Within this section of this paper, 
I will analyze how my own cross-cultural assessment, known as the Global Competencies 
Inventory (GCI) helped or hindered my ability to adapt within the German workplace and 
culture. The GCI assessment centers on three main dimensions: perception management, 
relationship management and self-management.  The GCI assessment measures multiple 
categories within each dimension, and within this section I have organized my results by the 
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three main dimensions and have addressed which categories strengthened or weakened my 
international experience. 
 

Perception Management Dimension 
The perception management dimension of the GCI assessment determines ones ability to assess 
other cultures that are different from your own without making improper assumptions or 
judgments. Overall, my average score for this dimension was low, but scored highly in one of the 
sub-categories: tolerance to ambiguity. This category reflects my ability to be comfortable with 
unknown situations. I found this essential when working within Edeka when it came to language 
barriers. I was not in any discomfort when I could not understand particular conversations 
around me. For example, I was able to sit with other students within the Cantina during lunch, 
and did not mind when they spoke German to each other, leaving me out of conversation. I feel 
that because of my comfort of the unknown, I was able to build comfort around me as well. If I 
had expressed discomfort in such situations, it would only make those around me uncomfortable 
too, making emergence situations even that much more difficult  
 
My weakest category within all of the GCI assessment was Cosmopolitism. This category is also 
within the perception management dimension and attributed to my lower average of this 
dimension. This category reflects someone’s interest in international events, geography and 
foreign cultures. Even though I have a substantial interest in foreign cultures, my low score 
within this category reflected my lack of interest within foreign events and global news. My 
interest within foreign countries is heavily weighted on relationships with the people, I am able 
to fit in culturally because I am able to relate and am compassionate. These interests however do 
not resume within other cultural factors such as current events and news. My tendency to retrieve 
local news over global information had hindered some conversations I had at Edeka. By creating 
an interest in global news, I was able to create deeper conversations with my co-workers at 
Edeka and surpass superficial relationships. 
 

Relationship Management Dimension 
The relationship management Dimension within the GCI assesses ones focus and ability to 
maintain and develop relationships. Apart of this dimension is not only your interest within the 
management of relationships with others, but also your capability to adapt your own behaviors in 
order to access particular responses from others. Categories within this dimension include 
relationship interest, interpersonal engagement, emotional sensitivity, self-awareness and social 
flexibility. In my personal GCI assessment, my highest scores were within all these categories, 
making my average of the relationship management dimension to be my strongest characteristic.  
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Three particular categories within this dimension were greatly beneficial within my 
international experience: relationship interest, emotional sensitivity and social flexibility. At 
Edeka, my genuine interest to understand others diversity was how I not only built relationships, 
but was able to keep an open mind when speaking to others. I greatly believe that my 
relationship interest is what attributes to my interest of different cultures and attributed greatly 
into diverting me of any culture shock. I was quickly able to create relationships within Edeka, 
and it was important that I did not take too long to do such because of the lack of efficient time I 
had. Therefore, this helped me tremendously in my experience, because I was able to create 
relationships quickly into my first week at Edeka.  
 
Having scored the highest within emotional sensitivity and social flexibility also attributed 
greatly to my relationship building within Edeka. Those who score high within emotional 
sensitivity are those who can express compassionate nature to those who are not necessarily 
within their in-group. A characteristic that as an expatriate was vital to my relationship building 
within Edeka, for example, I did not have an in-group within Edeka, not only was I new to the 
company, I was foreign to the city and Country. As someone who had never been to Germany 
prior, my ability to be socially flexible was also beneficial. I was able to appropriately adjust my 
own behaviors within different scenarios or circumstances I had never been exposed to. I quickly 
adopted customs within the company to establish myself as a part of the culture, I heavily 
weighed and importance on adapting my own behaviors in order to emerge properly throughout 
my international experience. 
 

Self-Management 
The self-management dimension of a GCI assessment reflects ones ability to internally deal with 
occurrences and challenges within a foreign environment. My two lowest averages within this 
dimension were the emotional resilience and non-stress tendency category. A lower average 
score within the category of emotional resilience reflects that someone requires significantly 
more time to recover from emotionally challenging events than others. Those who scored lower 
within the non-stress tendency category are more vulnerable to stressors such as nervousness and 
pressure. I found it important to not let these personal characteristics hinder my international 
experience. Such anxieties can really blind someone from seeing different perceptions of a 
scenario. When I was faced with stressors in Germany, I really focused on my optimistic 
viewpoint in order to deflect any stressors my character was prone to.  
 
A category I scored sufficiently high within the GCI assessment is within this dimension. This 
category is optimism. Those who score high within this category have a positive viewpoint 
towards foreign people and circumstances. This is particularly relevant to situations that are 
outside of my control. This attribute was essential when I was on my quest for answers within 
different departments. When I struggled to attain the correct answers for my project within 
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Edeka, I was not discouraged to continue my project, I simply found alternatives to my 
situation. It was my positive perception that attributed to my confidence that I would eventually 
get the information that I needed.  
 

GCI Profile 
My average scores within the three main dimensions of the GCI assessment categorized my 
character and personality to be and extrovert within international situations. This means that I 
scored highest within the dimension of relationship management and lowest within the other two 
dimensions, perceptions management and self-management. Being an extrovert throughout my 
international experience really reflected my easy ability to create new relationships and converse 
with even those that I shared no common interest or values with. However, it also reflects that I 
was susceptible to stressors when I was challenged.  
 

Should Edeka Proceed in Hosting Expatriates? 
Considering my experience at Edeka, I would not recommend this company suitable for 
expatriates such as I who was looking to fulfill an international internship. My first reason is 
because Edeka is not an international company. Therefore it lacks to benefit international student 
programs. Students are still able to benefit from cultural exposure, such as being exposed to this 
exclusively German company. However, they will not be exposed to how this company would 
work internationally.  
 
In addition to not being an international company, Edeka is not appropriate for expatriate 
students because of the company’s perception of outsiders. Superiors within this company do not 
find it beneficial to interact with the students that are not apart of their department, and even see 
others as a threat to their own time or positions. Whereas a company that host expatriate students 
should have an identifying culture where managers and directors are also involved with the 
students, this could be accomplished if managers were informed the importance of international 
students such as the benefits they can contribute. 
 
This brings me into my third reason of why I do not recommend Edeka for expatriates: the lack 
of communication within departments and directors. As someone who heavily relies on few 
contacts within the company, communication is critical. As an expatriate, barriers of cultural and 
language issues already exist, to have directors and superiors that do not communicate properly 
within departments are additional issues that international interns do not have the capability or 
time to deal with. This is due to the fact that this program was shorter than other internships and 
only consisted of four weeks; therefore communication needs to be efficient so that interns can 
be effective as quickly as possible. 
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The last point that I think is substantial to why expatriates cannot be supported through Edeka 
also revolves around miscommunication. Some directors and managers were not sure why my 
colleague and I were doing within Edeka, specifically our direct superior. He was not informed 
of our education or program, but instead was told him and a host-student were responsible for us 
during the four weeks. This was disadvantageous to us as students because we were not emerged 
into the company like we had hoped. Instead, we were treated like guests. The issue with this 
mentality is that we were given no responsibilities, tasks or even schedules, diminishing our 
experience to completely emerge within the company.  
 
The IT department is not sufficient for an expatriate assignment from this particular program. 
We were looked at the “Marketing Girls”, no one trusted us with even the simplest tasks. Which 
was understandable, these employees are going to school within this subject. However, the 
cultural experience was fruitful, we felt really denied within the work place.  
 
The company never intervened trying to get us involved. Our student host was purely responsible 
for our projects, as well as coming up with our project idea. He was concerned it wouldn’t take 
enough of our time, not because we were bored, but then he could not think of other projects to 
keep us busy. It felt we were our student-host’s responsibility, and that the superiors did not want 
to take initiative to incorporate us within the company.  
 
My colleague and I were plenty involved with conversations and the people of the company. The 
company and our director really wanted to make sure we were comfortable. They made sure we 
had our coffee access keys always filled with funds in addition to making sure our meals were 
taken care of fiscally at the Cantina. However, these were benefits that were guest-related, it was 
also these benefits that caused the company to forget that we were actually working interns, and 
to create interactions that were never work specific. 
 

Integration of Experience and Education 
My education program was specialized within international business; this program had provided 
me with a vast knowledge and exposure to many theoretical concepts. In addition to studying 
different models and concepts by theorists such as Maslow and Hofstede, I was exposed to 
different cultural backgrounds and cases. These cases were based off of real life scenarios within 
the international business world and contributed prominently to my experience within the 
program. Studying and analyzing different cases and different cultural dimensions were the core 
foundations of my preparation for this international experience.  
 
Furthermore to understanding cultural models and backgrounds, my educational program also 
attributed to my own self-awareness that I found beneficial to integrate within my international 
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experience. For example by taking the GCI exam and studying my results report I came to a 
more complex understanding of what it meant to be distinguished as an extrovert. Studying the 
different dimensions with the GCI model gave me multiple perceptions to assess my strengths 
and weakness prior to my international experience.  I was not only able to prepare for such an 
international experience by assessing the country I was going to emerge within, but I was also 
able to asses my own characteristics and was capable of gauging what attributes I pertained that 
would be positively or negatively beneficial. 
 
Nevertheless, theory can only take a student so far; an essential part of education is also being 
able to apply such theories in practice. There is only so much that a textbook, studying a case or 
models can teach. Eventually, one must apply such scenarios and models to real life experiences. 
This is how the overall international experience primarily integrated with my educational 
program.  

Conclusions 
It is important to understand that distinguishing the difference between German and IT culture 
with the US is only based off of experience at Edeka. That all these assumptions and encounters 
were within a short period of time and only held within one German company. It is obvious that 
other companies with different set cultures would extinguish different encounters and 
experiences. However, with Edeka being a purely German company, these encounters have a 
significant reflection of other German based cultures.  
 
Throughout this analysis I have evaluated my assumptions of two main different cultures: 
German business culture and IT business culture. After explaining my assumptions I carried on 
to explain my own interactions with these two different cultures within the company of Edeka 
Group.  
 
Company culture is heavily influenced by the industry the organization is related to. This means 
that different companies in the same industry tend to share similar company cultures. Meaning 
companies within the same industries retained similar cultures. To continue with my real life 
experiences, I also analyzed how my own characters under the Global Competency Inventory 
reflected on my experiences. Such characteristics either strengthened or hindered my 
experiences. Last, I assessed Edeka’s capability to assist expatriate student interns. 
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